At-a-Glance

802.11n Access Points
AP121

AP121/AP141

The AP121 and AP141 access points provide 2x2:2 802.11n as well as optimized RF
performance and enhanced receive sensitivity to provide a groundbreaking user
experience for networks supporting multiple types of clients, including consumergrade and bring-your-own devices (BYOD). The AP121 and AP141 are costeffective, enterprise-grade 2x2 MIMO solutions, which are ideal for education,
healthcare, and distributed enterprise environments. With two radios, concurrent
2.4Ghz and 5Ghz access, and security scanning across both bands, the AP121
and AP141 provide top performance and security at an entry-level price point.
Unlike the AP121, the AP141 has an external antenna option.

AP141

www.aerohive.com/products/access-points/ap121
www.aerohive.com/products/access-points/ap141

AP330

The AP330 access point is a high performance 802.11n access point with
cloud-enabled management, on-demand provisioning, and integrated
tools like spectrum analysis and application visibility and control. It provides
high-performance dual concurrent (2.4Ghz and 5Ghz) radio 802.11n access
and is designed for high bandwidth wireless enterprise environments. With
multiple radios running 3x3 three spatial stream MIMO, the AP330 can provide
an aggregate data rate up to 450Mbps. In addition, the AP330 can support
legacy 802.11a, b, and g clients and interoperate with the rest of the Aerohive
Cooperative Control devices.
www.aerohive.com/products/access-points/ap330

AP350

The AP350 access point is a rugged, high performance 802.11n access point
with cloud-enabled management, on-demand provisioning, and integrated
tools like spectrum analysis and application visibility and control. It provides
high-performance dual concurrent (2.4Ghz and 5Ghz) radio 802.11n access
and is designed for rugged, high bandwidth wireless enterprise environments.
With multiple radios running 3x3 three spatial stream MIMO, the AP350 can
provide an aggregate data rate up to 450Mbps. In addition, the AP350 can
support legacy 802.11a, b, and g clients and interoperate with the rest of the
Aerohive Cooperative Control devices.
www.aerohive.com/products/access-points/ap350

More Resources
Additional resources can be obtained by visiting our web site at www.aerohive.com

About Aerohive
Aerohive (NYSE: HIVE) enables our customers to simply and confidently connect to the information,
applications, and insights they need to thrive. Our simple, scalable, and secure platform delivers mobility
without limitations. For our customers worldwide, every access point is a starting point. Aerohive was founded
in 2006 and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA. For more information, please visit www.aerohive.com, call us at
408-510-6100, follow us on Twitter @Aerohive, subscribe to our blog, join our community or become a fan on our
Facebook page.
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